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Two things bind this sampler of thrillers: the diminutive Poirot's deductive brilliance and his partner

Hastings's obtuseness. The eleven cases here involve film stars, valuable jewels, and abductions

as Poirot stylishly uncovers the truth. This is a thrilling short story collection by the master of

mystery and the most popular author of all time.
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"All in all, Suchet&#x92;s delivery tickles the ear like gentle, upbeat prose music." -- AudioFile,

Dec/Jan 2004"From Audio Partners, we have Poirot Investigates, read to perfection by &#x97; who

else? &#x97; David Suchet." -- Fosters News, September 11, 2003 (Frank Behrens)"Suchet&#x85;

creates an entire cast of completely believable voices, with excellent timing and interpretation." --

KLIATT, March 2004 --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

First there was the mystery of the film star and the diamond . . . then came the

Ã¢â‚¬Å“suicideÃ¢â‚¬Â• that was murder . . . the mystery of the absurdly cheap flat . . .a suspicious

death in a locked gun room . . . a million dollar bond robbery . . . the curse of a pharaohÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s

tomb . . . a jewel robbery by the sea . . . the abduction of a prime minister . . . the disappearance of

a banker . . . a phone call from a dying man . . .and, finally, the mystery of the missing will.What

links these fascinating cases? Only the brilliant deductive powers of Hercule Poirot! --This text refers

to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.



Agatha Christie is a master mystery writer and if you've never read her before, or if you have, but

haven't read any of her Hercule Poirot stories, this is a perfect introduction to both. I assure you, it

will bring you back wanting more.

Nice collection of Poirot short stories. The stories are not in order, it just seems to be a compilation.

If you already have other collections of Poirot short stories this probably isn't the book for you as it

will contain repeats.

Really enjoy Poirot! A lot of good reading.

...you're going to really enjoy this audiobook series. It features David Suchet, in his most famous

role of Hercule Poirot, as he mesmirizes the listener with his readings of these favorite Agatha

Christie stories. What I was most fascinated with was his ability to slip from character to character,

using all the appropriate voices and accents. It's amazing to hear him go from the Belgian Detective

Poirot to the British Captain Hastings to a more cockney Inspector Japp to a rich female dowager on

a cruise--and every character in between. Who knew?!!The disks arrived in a nice multi-folded

jacket and were all in good shape. The quality of the sound was very good, although every so often

it seemed a little bit low--I just turned up the volume a bit. I thoroughly enjoyed listenting to each

disk and was sad when I played the last one. But like a good book, it's easy to start again from the

beginning. I highly recommend this set.

If your an Agatha Christie fan, A fan of Mysteries or just a Hercule Poirot fan this is worth having.

Purchased to add to collection.

It's Agatha Christie. All her books are good!

Love Christie. Never disappointed. These short stories are written from Captain Hastings' point of

view. Clever little stories set in the 1920's. They were originally published in The Sketch Magazine.
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